HUMBOLDT CHANDELIER

CAUTION:
- It is strongly recommended that installation of this product is done by a professional.
- READ these safety instructions entirely prior to installation.
- DO NOT BEGIN INSTALLATION UNTIL ALL ELECTRICAL POWER TO THE INSTALLATION SITE HAS BEEN TURNED OFF AT THE CIRCUIT BREAKER!

RECOMMENDED TOOLS AND MATERIALS:
- Tall step ladder
- Tape measure
- Wire stripper
- Utility knife
- Phillips screwdriver
- Small blade screwdriver
- Marker
- Electrical tape
- Plain and long-nose pliers

Attention: If you do not have an existing electrical junction box in your intended installation site, have one installed by a licensed electrician.
THIS PRODUCT INCLUDES:

A. - Canopy assembly  
B. - Glass globes (3, 4, or 7; boxed separately)  
C. - Mounting plate  
D. - LED light bulb  
E. - Assembly screws (X4)  
F. - Mounting screws (X4)  
G. - Wire nuts (X3)  
H. - Washers (X4)

1. Determine how high or low you want each pendant to hang. Measure the desired cord length from the ceiling using a tape measure. Loosen the small set screws in each of the upper strain reliefs and pull the cords to adjust the length. Then, tighten the set screws.

2. Above the canopy, measure an additional 6” of wire for each pendant. Cut and discard any excess wire. Starting at the cut end, carefully strip the cords’ outside insulation to expose about half of the wire above the canopy. Next, strip approximately ¾” of the insulation on both of the inner wires for each pendant.

3. Fasten the mounting plate to your junction box using the included mounting screws. Pull the existing wires from your junction box through the hole in the center of the mounting plate.

4. Use the included wire nuts to twist together the black (hot) wire from each pendant to the black (hot) wire from the junction box. Repeat with the white (neutral) wires. A green (ground) wire is included to connect the canopy to the ground line at the junction box.

Do not remove protective foam padding from glass globes until installation is complete.
With the canopy securely in place, prepare the pendant cords to attach the glass globes. Use a small, flat blade screwdriver to loosen the set screws on each of the lower strain reliefs; then, unscrew the lower strain reliefs and thumb nuts.

Carefully tuck all of the wires completely inside the canopy before lifting it up and over the mounting plate. Align the holes on the upper ring of the canopy with the threaded holes in the mounting plate. Use the included assembly screws and washers to fasten the canopy to the mounting plate through the four holes.

Before inserting the inner globe holder and socket assembly, screw in one of the included light bulbs into the socket. The glass globe should hang from the inner globe holder.

Slide the cover plate down onto the glass globe, and then tighten the thumb nut, strain relief and set screw. Complete each pendant assembly entirely before moving on to the next pendant assembly.
After all pendants are in place, carefully remove the protective foam padding surrounding the globes.

Turn on electrical power to the light at the circuit breaker. Minor adjustments to the position of the pendants can be made by loosening the set screws in the upper strain reliefs and pushing or pulling on the cords accordingly. Be sure to retighten the set screws when finished.

When choosing the proper length of each pendant cord, we recommend a minimum of 22” between tables or eating surfaces and the bottom of the pendants.

This product can be mounted on sloped ceilings, be sure to make adjustments to your cord lengths appropriately.